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Romantic, original and classical guitar music. Travels in the world of Reality and Dreams. 21 MP3 Songs

CLASSICAL: New Age, WORLD: Flamenco Details: This album is a compilation of original pieces by

Andrei Krylov and arrangement of traditional guitar music. It was recorded in Aylmer, Quebec. Music was

inspired by Lake Vert and Lake Heney, storms and stars in a little cabin on the lakeshore surrounded by

pines and granite rocks. By empty roads and colours of Quebec Autumn and distant memories of

St.Petersburg. Few words about some songs: "Sunset" and "Sunrise" written and recorded in one day

after amazing colours of a windy October day. "Love song" is a real story of happiness and pain, of

adoration and connection. "Soledad" is loneliness. "Morning Lake" and "Evening lake" is pictures of the

water and sky, so deeply connected that you can't see the difference. They're both so deep and contain

so many secrets and passions. The soul of the Universe is floating there. "Moon Gypsy" is a story about

somebody who is Different, who does not belong Here, who is always lost in the madness of this Reality.

"Memories of Love" are reflections of the Light from my past. Enjoy. Andrei Krylov studied guitar in Music

School and University in St.Petersburg, Russia. In 1980's-90's he worked as a classical guitar teacher

and performer for the State Concert Company #Lenconcert#. He wrote music for the guitar and other

instruments and he has recorded and published several albums of original guitar music, songs, new age,

classical and flamenco guitar music, lute music, one of which has sold over 60,000 copies in Russia. He

has played with the St. Petersburg Chamber Orchestra (conductor, Eduard Gustin) and the "Old

Petersburg " music theatre. He has given recitals in Russia, Ukraine, Estonia, USA, and Canada. Andrei

has recorded and performed for Russian Broadcast Radio and TV and a copy of his performance was

published by TV St.Petersburg. In Canada, he has performed at various festivals, including Latin

Extravaganza, Kitchener's Salsa In The Square, Toronto's Weston Festival, Hamilton's Concession Street
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and several multicultural festivals, played concerts in Niagara, Toronto, Montreal, Quebec city and other

places. Andrei has been compared favourably to many great guitar players, but has a style uniquely of his

own. He is looking forward for any opportunity to present his music to audiences in Canada and

worldwide
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